
Edenreach

Waste Management Policy Statement

Edenreach LTD strides to be the driving force behind the positive environmental and
social changes in the UK. We are dedicated to support our partners in developing ESG
focused investment propositions, and to effectively support investment into impact
areas, including but not limited to environment, climate change, human rights, justice
reform, access to justice, foreign aid, and equality.

Edenreach LTD is management consultancy company registered in England and Wales
with reg. number 14711724 located in London, England.

Edenreach is actively committed to using resources in a net-beneficial way and
implementing a circular economy strategy throughout our activities. In line with this, our
goal is to maintain maximum use of products and materials throughout their lifecycles.
Additionally, we advocate for recycling and the advantages of using used materials.
However, if disposal is the only option, we'll try to do so in a manner that respects the
environment. In order to accomplish the abovementioned goals, we will:

− When possible, avoid, then minimise waste streams of high volume and high
cost.

− Adopt solutions that minimise our plastic impacts and reduce the amount of
plastic we use, especially single-use items.

− Audit potential Waste Management Suppliers pre appointment to ensure they are
of an acceptable standard.

− Give written guidance and information to staff to facilitate their participation in the
recycling of their waste.

− Encourage suppliers to design packaging materials in accordance with a circular
economy perspective.

− Encourage the purchase of products with recycled content; also select products
and materials with recycling potential.

− Minimise waste by encouraging the exchange, and reuse of equipment and
materials amongst departments.

− Manage hazardous waste correctly, such as asbestos removal if applicable.



− Have an appointed employee taking logs of how the waste is managed and
disposed of.

Edenreach is aware of how important it is to manage waste materials properly in order
to avoid pollution and guarantee that environmental regulations are being followed.

To properly uphold its Duty of Care obligations, Edenreach makes sure to stay updated
on changes to the legal frameworks in relation to Waste management. Edenreach
regularly communicates with the regulator to make sure the best practices are followed,
and legal obligations are met. We promote cooperation and coordination among our
employees, subcontractors, and clients in order to achieve our shared objective of
decreasing waste at its source and, whenever possible, reusing and recycling our
waste. We will acknowledge, respond appropriately, and take into account of the views
of the public and any other interested parties with respect to our operations. In addition,
this policy statement will be communicated to all persons working for and on behalf of
Edenreach.

If you have any questions or concerns don’t hesitate to contact our Compliance Officer
or file a complaint through our Grievance Procedure.

This policy will be reviewed no later then two years from the date of policy approval.
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